Mermaids: Coloring Book For Adults & Kids (Mermaid Coloring Book Series) (Volume 1)
Synopsis

Mermaids were made famous by Ariel the Mermaid in Walt Disney’s movie, “The Little Mermaid.” Mermaids are mythical aquatic creatures with a head and torso of a female human and a tail of a fish.
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Customer Reviews

I love the variety of whimsical mermaid drawings within this coloring book. Most of the drawings are very detailed and intricate and will allow for countless hours of coloring and relaxation. I prefer the kindle coloring books over the printed ones because it allows me to print endless copies to color.

I just love this drawing book! Coloring activity is outlet that both parent and child can both bond to. The mermaids are creatively done. The illustrations are uniquely drawn. It attracts both children and adults alike. Adding colors breathes life to the drawings... They come alive. The best part about this book is that the drawings are printable which made it really amazing because we have the chance to frame and keep our daughter’s masterpiece. One of our favorite drawings is this one..

Coloring is one of the stress relieving that I do. It is also a way for me to bond with my children. This is a book that both appeals to me with some of the complex coloring pages; while still offering
simple pages that my children don't feel overwhelmed with. This is a great book if you like coloring mermaids.

Check your cartoon/fairy tales, undersea, sea creatures/animals and any of the women portraits/beauty/love coloring books and you’ll find these designs somewhere (repeat designs/patterns #316). When we buy coloring books in stores we can see if we like the designs and check for any we already have. WHY Not Here On ??

Had the book downloaded for actual colouring the drawings were too cartoonish for an adult & too detailed for a child

These pictures are wonderful. They have a lot of detail and they all look different, there is even a pirate mermaid. Mermaids are super popular right now and this would be a great gift for little girls or boys.

This book would be awesome for any kid who loves coloring. I got this for my cousin and they absolutely loved it. I think kids need to get off their computers and do more stuff like this so I'd definitely recommend getting yourself this book.

These designs were more set towards children coloring them then an adult. Not a big favorite of mine.
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